In The News

Wednesday, July 17, 2013

› Valley fever: An incurable illness in the dust (Professor John Galgiani, the Valley Fever Center for Excellence at the University of Arizona) 07/17/2013 LondonWired View Clip

› University of Arizona Medical Center Again a U.S. News ‘Best Hospital’ 07/17/2013 UANow View Clip

› Good Vibrations: Mediating Mood Through Brain Ultrasound (Dr. Stuart Hameroff, professor emeritus in the UA’s departments of anesthesiology) 07/17/2013 UANow View Clip

› Copper industry awards excellence in architectural building design (University of Arizona Health Sciences Education Building on the Phoenix Biomedical Campus, Phoenix) 07/16/2013 Construction Magazine View Clip

› Pain lecture sponsored by UA College of Medicine 07/16/2013 KOLD-TV View Clip

› UA ranked among Top 100 universities in the world 07/16/2013 Phoenix Business Journal View Clip

› Condemned to valley fever (Professor John Galgiani, the Valley Fever Center for Excellence at the University of Arizona) 07/16/2013 San Francisco Bay View

› UA psychiatry department develops PTSD program for firefighters 07/15/2013 Arizona Daily Wildcat View Clip

› Brain parasite in 1 in 10 Americans might hold key to cure neurological diseases (University of Arizona Assistant Professor of Neurology and Immunology Dr. Anita Koshy) 07/15/2013 KSLA-TV WECT-TV View Clip

› How 100 Degrees Does a Number on You (Sam Keim, head of the University of Arizona’s department of emergency medicine) 07/15/2013 National Geographic View Clip